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The shift to the noosphere will be a conscious planetary
phenomenon unlike any other planetary event horizon. It will set
the stage for a sequence in our evolution as distinct from the cycle
of history as the rise of urban life was distinct from living in caves.

With the advent of the Noosphere we encounter an integration of
intelligence – a semantic field of universal consciousness – that is
collective and telepathic in nature and in which there is an overall
integration of art and spirituality as a mode of higher consciousness.

Such changes we may anticipate or predict, but we cannot really
know qualitatively what they will be like, for we are dealing with a
whole other state of consciousness altogether different from the
individualized competitive consciousness that dominates the age of

the cybersphere.

In dealing with the potential of the noosphere as a supramental
descent, we are also talking about the liberation of the human
spirit and imagination accompanied by a commonly perceived

reflex knowing that our species is a planetary organism operating
within a planetary whole system.

—Manifesto for the Noosphere, José Argüelles/Valum Votan
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Part 1: A Brief Overview of the Vision
Preface:

Note: This report is based on our initial experiment and the input we received
from Noosphere Nodes around the world.

This report will be in four parts: 1. Brief Overview of the Vision; 2. Synthesis of
Reports; 3. Meditations; 4. Original Vision

This document is not intended to be comprehensive, but rather is intended to
initiate a process that can later be refined.

Objective:

To Dream the Future Awake, connect with the Noosphere, and call forth a new
narrative within a 2080-day cycle (2023 - 2029).

The Noosphere is the planetary sphere of mind or thinking layer of planet Earth. It can
only be realized from within.

This Noosphere initiative presupposes that there is a higher spiritual or cosmic
"narrative" unfolding parallel to the world presented to us. The events we experience
in our physical reality are dream-like symbols of that Higher Reality.

As we continue to witness the destabilization of the world mind and the
institutionalization of its dysfunctions and fragmentation through increasing
immersion in artificial constructs and perceptions of reality, we are reminded that a
parallel reality is playing out simultaneously. It is up to us to call it forth.

This 2080-day cycle was initiated on October 21, 2023 (Kin 1) and continues to July 7,
2029 (Kin 260), which marks 2080 days that hold immense consciousness potential.
This window of time was put forth in the 9-year vision map. 2029 is a pivotal year.
This is followed by the 10-year cycle leading to the completion of the first 52-year
new Sirius cycle.

Biosphere-Noosphere Transition
Without a vision, the people perish.

Dr. José Argüelles proposed that the multiple crises we currently face are the effects
of the biosphere-noosphere transition, the chaotic and dissipative shift into the new
order of planetary reality: the Noosphere. Biosphere is the sum unity of life and its
support system. The Noosphere is the unity of all mind and its thinking layers.
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Though the present-day environmental and political chaos might look like an
unmanageable aggregate of runaway forces and events, in actuality all that is
occurring is the function of a larger program unfolding in a predictable
evolutionary mutational sequence. This sequence is referred to as the
biosphere-noosphere transition.

If we understand that the evolution of the noosphere from an unconscious to a
conscious state is a cosmic or universal phase in the greater cosmic evolution of
mind and spirit … —José Argüelles/Valum Votan

According to the Law of Time, as we evolve, so does the Noosphere. The Noosphere is
necessary for us to reach higher levels of evolution. Therefore, we can view the
current global unrest not as random or isolated incidents but as part of the
adjustments and realignments that occur as we transition from the biosphere to the
Noosphere.

This is the context of initiating the Noosphere Node project.

This initiative is a facet of the continuation of the Noosphere II project initiated in 2004
by José Argüelles. Its objective was two-fold: first, to explore the possibility of
creating a collectively functioning telepathic network - a noospheric safety net - and
secondly, to conduct experiments testing the capacity of a unified telepathic mental
field to interact with the Earth's electromagnetic field, in particular with the plasmic
flows from the two magnetic poles - the aurora borealis and the aurora australis.

Noosphere Nodes
The Foundation for the Law of Time called for the formation of Noosphere Nodes to
actively engage in planetary memory retrieval and "dreaming the future awake." See
the Original Vision at the end of this report.

We received input from around the world.

Each Node is viewed as a nucleus of living knowledge, a conduit of cosmic energies
that will receive noospheric feedback according to the consciousness of participants
and its unique geographical location.

The primary purpose of this vision was to encourage people to create a Node with the
awareness of their particular location, which is key to activating the planetary grid;
which is also key to activating the Noosphere, or the planetary mind.

The vision of activating the Earth's grid can be traced back to the 1987 Harmonic
Convergence. The intention was to activate the planetary grid system, the etheric
structure of the Earth, or the Earth’s light body. The premise of the planetary grid is
based on the position of specific ancient monuments whose location presupposes
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certain geomagnetic power points. The connection between all of the different power
points, whether they are known about or not, constitutes the Earth’s planetary grid.

Many of you are familiar with grid work and know what it means to consciously
interact with Ley lines—or the Dragon Lines. Dragon lines refer to the "flow" of energy
across the land, which appears to be the serpentine imagery of dragons.

These ley lines are part of an interdimensional matrix that resonates with the psi bank
and our planet's electromagnetic field. The psi bank is the nervous system of the
noosphere. 2080 days is known as a psi bank cycle; it is the cumulative of eight
Tzolkin matrices (260 x 8 = 2080).

This inter-dimensional ley line matrix interfaces with other dimensions through its
crystal and mineral structure. They are energy portals and places of convergence of
different levels and fields of information.

These ley lines are connected to multiple dimensions beyond the observable three
dimensions. They are energetic overlays of multiple intersecting time dimensions.

The synchronic codes are embedded in these inter-dimensional ley lines, which carry
the 13:20 frequency. The 13-moon, 28-day calendar (synchronometer) contains the
harmonic architecture embedded in these ley lines of the Earth.

The purpose of changing the calendar is to change our frequency from one of
fragmentation to one of wholeness. Moving from the artificial, mechanistic timing
frequency to the natural time of universal synchronization implies a fundamental
change in how humanity perceives and interacts with the universe.

The 13 Moon/28 Day Natural Time calendar (synchronometer) encompasses the vast
interlocking cycles of nature and the cosmos, operating within the synchronic order
that maintains everything in harmonious relation.

In this context, the noosphere is the condition of the human mind purified of the error
of time.

Each Noosphere Node is located in a different geomagnetic location so that the group
can tune to these ley lines or astral memory bundles held within different points on
the planet.

We want to be conscious of our location while working with the synchronic codes to
tune into new planetary songlines that are being “sounded” by our future selves.
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Part 2: Synthesis of Reports
Our experience in the physical world is a symbolic reflection of what is happening in
the astral or subliminal world beyond the plane of our conscious mind. The call for the
Noosphere Nodes/study groups is also to deepen our practices and cultivate
self-reflection.

Self-reflection is the key to realizing the Noosphere. The collective can only be
realized by the individual; the Noosphere is the collective mind sphere of the Planet.

The primary objective of this initiative is to draw forth a new narrative or planetary
myth by sharing and exploring our collective dreams, synchronicities, and visions.

This report is just a taste, not a comprehensive analysis, of our collective dreams,
synchronicities, and visions contributed by various countries. This project was much
more extensive than initially anticipated.

The reports collected were diverse, with some consisting of images, pithy phrases,
poetry, and longer narratives. Each report was unique and represented an expression
of the collective. Some nodes gave names to their groups, such as the “Dream Lab,”
Xwesam Node, Time Atoms node, etc. Naming their group helped set an intention and
strengthened the experiment.

This synthesis reveals glimmers of the new incoming energy and highlights the
obstacles and challenges we are currently facing as individuals and the collective at
this particular point of this planetary transition.

We begin by summarizing and weaving key themes from the reports.

Several kin reported feeling like there's a barrier in their mind that they can't break
through to reach deeper levels of consciousness. They are frustrated because they
can't get past this obstacle. Many are feeling distracted and are seeking to reestablish
discipline in their daily practices.

One kin wrote this significant observation: “Personal Work on Levels and Dimensions:

We also say that it is personal communication because it often includes self
knowledge and also sheds light on personal matters. It is relevant that for a majority
of the participants, the first dream of the experiment showed each one some pattern
to change in their life. It is as if the Noosphere asked us to transmute negativity before
entering and continuing the journey.

We can conclude, then, that personal work is necessary for this experiment. In each
dream, different levels and dimensions coexist. It seems that in a dream, in the same
instant, there are messages or understandings for the different dimensions of our
being or things that happen in different dimensions of reality. This makes it difficult to
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transcribe into words something that is experienced within the dream in a more
complete way.

Although many kin have a strong desire to recall their dreams, practice dream
journaling, document synchronicity, and do regular practice, some expressed they find
it difficult to find the time or mental clarity for regular practice.

One Kin from the Eagle zone offered this:

“Living in a world of a false time construct hypnotizes people, and spell casting
with words and media are all part of keeping people believing an illusion. The tension
in peoples’ psyche is at an all-time high, because they’re being pushed into clearing
out these false ideas.

All of the CME’s coming from the Sun are helping this realization, whether or not
people want it. They have no choice but to start looking at everything in their lives.
The comfort zone is no longer there, and that is what is psychically bothering people
at a sub-conscious level and pushing it to the surface.”

Sun and Solar Consciousness

The Sun was a key theme. Sun is the key to our evolution. Solar consciousness is the
ability to know by direct attunement to light. Light is information. Information is
energy.

The sunspots and their processes are cyclic. They are carriers of information from
different star systems and from different dimensions that are reaching the noosphere
and biosphere of the earth and the rest of the planet as well.

We look at this sunspot cycle in relation to the noosphere, the magnetic field,
and the auroras and to the biosphere. The ejection of more plasmas means the
solar initiation is intense. The plasmas affect the DNA of all living matter. So
this is important. This means that our consciousness and DNA is literally
evolved by the sun. This is why our process of evolution proceeds in stages …

Solar initiations affect the electromagnetic field creating different mental
quickening or shifts in consciousness. This helps explain why as you go through
history there are different definite shifts in time, in thinking, in attitude that
occur across the board. For example, there is a whole quality of consciousness
that exists in 3,000 BC that no longer exists [in 2024 AD]-- this is a short span
of time in terms of the earth. –Valum Votan

One kin from the Monkey zone asked his higher self this question regarding the Law of
Time and the Sun: In relation to the Law of Time, what is our purpose?
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Then he answered his own question, which is a good demonstration of self reflective
intelligence in action.

The Sun behind the Sun guides. The degree to which you are able to resonate
with the message is the production of purpose. Think of it this way - your world
is subsumed in a cloud of unknowing, amplified by electronic communication
devices that keep you distracted and fearful. This unknowing keeps you locked
into a very narrow bandwidth of thinking to the degree that you are unable to
even imagine a way out of your dilemma.

You think you are adrift, pushed and pulled this way and that by unseen powers
that want to control your every movement. It’s the loudest noise in the room
that attracts your attention. There are alternatives, and there are messages,
hopeful messages, being beamed continually from the Sun behind the Sun if
you could only quiet your mind long enough to hear.

One Time-traveling kin from the Plussverse shared a dream of our Global Situation
and Astral Purgatory. The dream was of explaining the global situation in a dark bar
and encounters with political figures on a rooftop, which may indicate astral
engagement with worldly affairs. The dream also highlighted concerns about
leadership, technological misuse, and the moral responsibilities of influential figures.

This dream was also associated with experiments and misuses of technology.. These
narratives suggest a call for ethical responsibility and a reevaluation of human actions
in the technosphere. Technosphere is the intermediate stage (technological web)
between the biosphere and noosphere.

Collective Observations
Some reports indicated that their dream memory/awareness improved when having a
group to share with and encouragement to write down dreams and synchronicities.

Some kin shared tips for enhancing dream recall, such as writing down not only the
dreams themselves but also the prevailing mood or feelings upon waking.

A few with larger groups expressed it was easier to break into smaller groups so that
kin had time to share dreams in-depth, including any themes they have been noticing
in their psyche. They found this the preferred way of sharing dreams, as people
generally felt more comfortable disclosing with a smaller group rather than the whole.

A Kin from the Night Zone offered this:

If you have not done this already when recording your dreams, you can play
with writing them in the present rather than the past tense. The dream is alive,
and when sharing dreams or listening to them, I can enter the dream more
readily when they are spoken in the present.
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And give your dream a title. Whatever jumps out at you. This can act as a portal
into remembrance, and in my own practice, I have found that a dream can lead
me and link me to other Dreams — An Activation Portal.

It is worth noting that we spend a third of our lives sleeping and, therefore, enter
another dimension daily, experiencing various dreams.

Kin from the Monkey zone offered this:

Circadian rhythm plays a large role in how people remember their dreams.
Experiments and information was given on other ways of accessing the dream
space through meditation, hypnagogia, and hypnopompia.

We avoided interpretation or analysis, instead focusing on patterning and
question asking. This intention was to protect the safety of those sharing and
we did not want to skew the true meaning of the dream. We offered tools and
conversations to discuss “what does this information mean to me.” What is it
communicating to me??

It feels very important to be gathering to share dreams at this time. It is evident
that messages are being communicated. Encouraging the awareness of the
dream world is an ever important mission that forms a language many can talk
through no matter what background. As we unite and the shifts continue,
finding commonality while breaking open new thought forms feels like a
beautiful work we can uncover as we learn from our collective dream.

Their discussion topics included questions such as: “What is a Dream?” How to
Dream? Where is the Dream Taking Us?

Many of our dreams reflect our waking life's unresolved emotions or energies. They
may also serve as a way for our subconscious mind to resolve conflicts.

One thing that stood out is that dreams can quickly fade away if not documented
immediately, regardless of how vivid or impactful they may be. Several kin reported
having dreams with obstacles, such as physical barriers like ravines and chasms, or
situational challenges, like being late or navigating timed obstacle courses.

These dreams may symbolize internal or external difficulties faced in waking life when
integration the 3rd and 4th dimesnonal aspects of ourselves; or in transitioning from
one state of being to another (biosphere-noosphere transition).

Synthesizing Practices

Some groups shared that they were working with and integrating different systems
with the Law of Time and synchronic order, such as Human design, Western Mystery
Tradition, Knowledge Book, Pachakuti Mesa Tradition, Qigong, I-Ching, Ho'oponopono,
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Gene Keys, Bible, and Quran, etc. This study and whole system synthesis is key to
Noosphere consciousness.

The focal point for tying these systems together is the Law of Time, which unifies all
systems into one coherent (mathematical) order. Changing the frequency from
mechanistic time (12:60) to natural time (13:20) via the 13 moon 28 day calendar
(synchronometer) facilitates whole systems thinking.

One kin from the Monkey zone offered this powerful reminder:

In all things that we do moving forward may we always remember our Creator,
who has prepared this beautiful life for us from beginning to end and beyond,
complete with struggles and hardships, altogether leaving temporal treasures
in small momentary capsules to be discovered and unearthed with great joy as
our

hearts quicken with the memory of Unity engraved deep in our soul. A great
balancing act plays out as the stars dance sprawling metropoli on Planet Earth
reflecting a divine mystery in the heavenly realms.

Water

The most prevalent dream was by far, water. From lakes, to baptism, to waterfalls, to
springs. Others dreamed of boats, islands and cruise ships.

The elemental significance of water, recognized not just as a physical substance but as
a carrier of memory and consciousness.

Water is often connected to our emotional body, and the unconscious, and may be
reflecting the unpredictable nature of the human emotional landscape. Water imagery
related to emotional upheaval, family dynamics, and the need for emotional flow and
resolution.

The recurring imagery of water, which can be thought to relate to emotions, involved
some dreams of chaotic family dynamics leading to nightmare scenarios involving
drowning and flooded roadways.

These dreams reflect the emotional undercurrents and turmoil the dreamers are
navigating. Water, often associated with emotions and the unconscious, indicates a
need to address and flow through emotional challenges rather than being
overwhelmed.

Blood

Blood was also a key theme, such as this from a kin from monkey zone:
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A dream fragment from last night ... a man, ritually slashed on arms and legs, bleeding
profusely. What does this mean? Then he answered his own question:

Blood letting … Every drop of blood is touched by the beating heart. Its source
is the bone marrow. As a physical substance linking mind, body and spirit you
cannot go deeper than blood. What is happening at this time on a global scale
is a blood letting ritual with deeply disturbing motives. Therefore it is important
to not give way to negativity and fear. Maintain equanimity - like the eye of a
storm - be peaceful in the centre. Storms eventually blow themselves out, but
peace lingers.

Another kin in the Moon zone had a dream of a Blood ritual, perhaps symbolizing
death and rebirth. In the Quran it states that blood is prohibited to be consumed by
Muslims. In the Bible the famous saying of being “washed in the blood of the lamb.”
Blood here, meaning not just a material substance, but a spiritual force.

Another kin had a dream of receiving a blood transfer from what appeared as an
“alien” being, perhaps indicating a transfer of consciousness. Blood is also connected
to fire, heat and the Sun.

Masculine/Feminine

The major world conflict stems from a polarization of consciousness. This is a fractal
of the split hemisphere of the brain, which in turn is a fractal of the split between
masculine and feminine.

One recurring theme in dreams was balancing and purifying masculine and feminine
energies within oneself. These dreams often involved confronting patriarchal
structures, family relations, pregnancy, and the struggle of male female energies.

One kin shared: “Aachen is where Charlemagne initiated the dissolution of the ancient
cultures and the divine feminine and masculine in Aachen, where I live. From here,
cross knights were sent out anywhere to dissolve this rich culture of knowing and
inheritance. And this makes so much sense reconnecting here in the field to restore
this here and now.”

Others observed heightened healing activity in dreams during solar activity or other
celestial events. For example:

Another kin noted deep healing precisely at the brightest light of the meteorite
shower of the Orionids. “I had an out-of-body experience, but it was like passing over,
with many physical elements. The day after all of the issues I (still) had towards my
father vanished...... It was all healed.”

There were several Dreams involving knightly quests and rescue missions that
seemed to indicate themes of duty, justice, and personal challenges. There was a
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feeling tone in many of the dreams that reflect feelings of responsibility or a desire to
correct perceived wrongs in their life or the lives of others.

There were multiple dreams relating to: Altars, stones, trees, cats, snakes, dragons,
babies, deer, and old houses recur across dreams, pointing to shared themes of
spirituality, nature, innocence, and heritage. Cats and felines showed up the most of
all animals. .

Animals and Interspecies Communications

Dreams of animals can symbolize our instincts, desires or untamed aspects of
ourselves. The Monkey Zone reported several interspecies dreams, such as: Dream of
battling a transparent jellyfish-like being. The dreamer stopped it by firmly saying
"NO," causing the creature to disappear.

There was a dream of a telepathic connection with nature through a feline being who
downloaded dream information.

There was another dream of holding a dove that spoke through a mirror, asking to be
released to be free, and was let go in the dream.

Sun/Brazil zone Dreams about two communities (humans, bears, and goats) and
conflicts resolved through dialogue emphasize the need for unity and collective action.

One kin in the Sun zone had a Dream of Ireland and its mythic roots, as well as a
smiling dolphin with the message: "Whatever you see, wherever you go, Nature (life)
is waiting to welcome you."

Ancestral

We also noted there were many ancestral themes and shamanic experiences, pointing
to a deep connection with lineage and the spiritual realm.

Some of these dreams/visions seemed to indicate the purification and clearing that
needs to be done in the human realm so that we may access the higher realms.

In addition to shamanic dreams, telepathic communication and encounters with
spiritual entities, deceased celebrities, or prominent figures seemed to suggest a
profound connection to other realms and the collective unconscious.

There were dreams of rituals, songs, and songlines. Such as this sent by a kin in the
Monkey zone, who states his dream and then answers himself:

The other day, I woke with the song 'Pack up your Troubles in your old kit bag'
playing in my head. This morning, I woke up with 'Begin the Beguine.
'Comments?
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Songs are many-layered, as is inter-dimensional communication. In addition,
the feelings that songs generate are significant, complex, and lasting. You were
looking for something to extend your reach. Could this be the answer? Rhythm
and melody pack a punch. You might be especially aware of the rhythms and
melodies you hear and feel today. Could we have a songster emerging from the
shadows?

Guilt and Shame

There were several dreams about healing historical wounds, addressing guilt and
shame imposed by religious or societal structures, and rediscovering lost wisdom and
practices. Guilt and shame were key themes, as was self-worth. These emotions and
feelings block us from accessing the higher dimensions or noosphere.

Guilt and shame are part of our 12:60 mind programming. They are often associated
with internalizing societal or religious norms and values.

When external structures impose these emotions, they can lead to feelings of
inadequacy, self-doubt, and a sense of alienation from our soul essence.:Challenging
the sources of these emotions is key to breaking through into the deeper dreaming.
Along with cultivation self compassion and acceptance.

Sex, Feminine, and Death

There were multiple dreams of both, which, of course, represent Maldek (sex) and
Mars (death). There was this initiatic dream from the serpent zone:

This morning, very early, I had a kundalini yoga class. Its theme is about the
Indian goddess "Durga" and her power. Then I felt very exhausted. Then I went
to bed. I thought that about noon, I had a dream. I dreamed that I would
organize a Mayan calendar ritual. That needs a South American snake. But I
don't know why the snake suddenly came out and chased me and bit my ankle
very tightly.

Goddess Durga in Hinduism embodies feminine power, protection, and strength. She
is often invoked for protection against evils and to overcome obstacles. Snakes
represent healing, transformation, and rebirth due to their ability to shed their skin.
The bite is a call to attention or awakening to more profound aspects of being.
Initiation.

Another kin had synchronicities connected to divine feminine energies, mainly through
Oxum (or Oshun), the Orisha of the waters in the Yoruba religion, and other
Afro-Brazilian traditions. Oxum is celebrated for her association with water, fertility,
love, and abundance, embodying water's nurturing and life-giving qualities and its
capacity for healing and transformation.
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The basil plant was also prevalent. In Hindu culture, basil (particularly the Holy Basil
or Tulsi) is considered sacred. It is worshipped as a manifestation of the

goddess Lakshmi, the consort of Vishnu. It is revered for its purifying and medicinal
properties.

There were many dreams of death—from the death of loved ones to the end of
specific ways of living. Endings represent new beginnings. This reflects the
biosphere-noosphere transition's theme of death as a precursor to rebirth, where
endings are necessary for new beginnings and higher states of consciousness.

Dreams and reflections on death, the afterlife, and connections with transcended
beings highlight a collective contemplation on the cycle of life and the mysteries
beyond.

Multiple Dreams featured transport themes such as cars and trams, being derailed,
missing flights and UFO sitings. This could indicate a reorientation to our original path,
reminding us of the flexibility to shift gears, and be receptive to a deeper awareness of
otherworldly or galactic dimensions intersecting earthly life.

Other dreams were about losing belongings and clothes, shoes etc. In one dream
scenario a kin was trying to retrieve belongings through a complex, obstacle-filled
environment, which may symbolize life's challenges and the effort required to
navigate through them.

A few dreams of authoritarian lockdowns suggested a collective processing of
external control and the quest for freedom. These dreams were paired with feelings of
loss, frustration, and displacement. These dreams may reflect feelings of
powerlessness that humanity is facing in our 12:60 societal structures.

Other themes

There were many dreams of personal transformative experiences, such as receiving a
new name and remembering one's mission and role in the cosmic story, identity and
gender.

Kin from the Night Zone had the dream theme of collecting food (bananas) to give to
school children after a cyclone had flattened a tropical area. Some of the bananas
were conjoined or (double bananas) which seemed significant.

The dreamer was given the phrase, "salvage what you can," and the word "flow."
Followed by this message:We would be wise to check on whether there is resistance
on our path as we move interdimensional, and resistance stops this natural state we
are now in.
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A kin from the Sun zone, dreamed that they were presented with a board with various
symbols, among them the two little bars representing the Planetary tone. Another
symbol was a circle with a design inside, like the wheel of fortune found in
astrological charts. The voice showed and taught about the board of symbols. It
explained that this circle was a portal and, at a particular moment, placed a kind of
cone over the circle. This cone fits into the circle and turns into a knob that I could use
to open this portal.

Kin from the Eagle zone shared: Dream of an Experiment of the Noosphere. They
found themselves in a laboratory and saw experiments with seeds that looked like
floating muffins. They also saw experiments related to human attitudes, some of
which were related to gender behaviors.

Other key dreams:

Turtles. Trees. Seeds. Colors in dreams: red, black, green, blue, acrobats, clowns,
circuses, grids, charts, maps, numbers and balloons. Wheel of Fortune tarot cards.
Dogs, birds, fruits. Connection with spiritual family, emotional healing, meditation
experiences, exploration of dimensional corridors and Arcturus, feelings of longing
and unity.

Many had recurring numbers, which are generally relevant to their particular journey.
Dreams of sacred geometries and squaring the circle. Dreams of circles within circles
and then there are spirals connecting different sized circumferences of the circles

Higher Dimensional Dreaming/Visions

Our future is already here on Earth. People still don’t see it!
—sun zone—(Russia/Ukraine)

There were dreams of quantum healings, dimensional shifts, and the activation of
totemic animals, sacred runes, and Mayan and Egyptian artifacts. These all speak to
an active role in healing and transitioning through various states of being.

Noosphere is the spiritual dimension of Universal Reality
A coherent telepathic field
Of Interdimensional integration
Where a new Earth is born!
We have arrived at the place we never left!

–Dream-Vision from the Serpent zone
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The group in the Sun region had a vision of playing drums in a cave, with entities of
light behind them. They saw a bright star created by the group that went beyond the
atmosphere to Sirius. Several people had dreams of traveling to the Star Tollan. The
Star Counsel of Tau Ceti sent a message about human evolution and a conscious shift
to the United Planetary Mind.

During the Rainbow Bridge Meditations, participants saw Rainbow Bridges around
other planets. They also had a vision of a beautiful community created through a
game played by people. The group vision was that Earth would change with new
types of energy, dissolved borders, and communities of light. Families will be created
according to elements and auras, and fire will change the perception of time.

The group intended to meet in Teotihuacan/Tollan in the Dreamtime. Several people
were dreaming about traveling to the Star Tollan.

A message was received from the Star Counsel of Tau Ceti. It said:

Shifting of the earthlings' mind to the Solar Mind of the One means
synchronization with fractal holographic structures which are
multidimensionally present within the Planet and designed for an active
interaction to develop One Planetary Consciousness further.

Human evolution has reached the stage when people can consciously become
full members of the Galactic Community and Galactic Family.

Representatives of the Sixth Race of Solar Consciousness have already come to
Earth as the pathfinders in the conscious shift to the United Planetary Mind–
Noosphere, participating in and undergoing a genetic transformation and
integrating new intergalactic communications.

Rhombus and Ley Lines

A node in the Sun region shared a report delving into numerology, decoding symbols
and dreams that reveal deeper meanings and connections.

This includes the interpretation of dreams and their components (like a luminous lamp
in the shape of a heart) in numerical values that resonate with cosmic and earthly
locations and entities.

The report opens with a luminous rhombus associated with the number 44. They
illustrate the Planetary Holon, composed of rhombuses, and introduces two luminous
Holons representing cosmic bodies and energies (the Star and the Sun) and their
significance to Earth, particularly Italy.
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The Moon is mentioned as a third luminous rhombus, highlighting reflected light and
implying a different kind of consciousness or influence.

A rhombus, a geometric figure with four sides of equal length, has its own set of
symbolic meanings. It is often associated with balance, direction, and connection.

The four sides can represent the four elements (earth, water, air, fire), the four cardinal
directions, or the four seasons, implying a sense of harmony and equilibrium. In
esoteric traditions, a rhombus might also symbolize the integration of matter and spirit
or the bridge between earthly and divine energies.

They also shared their association with Archangel Michael and a ley line stretching
across sacred sites and through the Invisible College in Turin, Italy. According to
ancient texts, including the Book of Enoch, Michael was known as the “keeper of the
seven mountains,” underscoring the profound spiritual weight these sites carry.

The report mentions practices such as working with the Octet (8) and the Magic
Mirror, linking them to the cultivation of new magicians of the Earth and a unified
consciousness.

Music of the Spheres: Synchronicity

One kin in the Sun zone dreamed she was to organize a 432Hz music concert in
December with Rino Capitanata, the largest producer of 432Hz music in Italy.

The aim was to amplify beneficial frequencies to a large number of people and make it
a meaningful event for humanity.

Upon awakening, she shared her dream with the musician on the same day, which
was Blue Eagle Wavespell Planetary Seed Day 4.10: Dream Vision Manifestation Day.

Shortly after she received the message from FLT to “dream the future awake” and
create a noosphere node for an experiment beginning Kn 1/October 21.

She then found the venue and finales the date and manifested the concert she
dreamed about on December 3, the title was: "The Music of the Planets!"

This is a perfect example of how dreams and synchronicity work together to manifest
a greater reality when we are tuned to the right frequency.

.................

Another dream from the Sun zone:
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On kin 185, I dreamt of a Hopi prophecy rock and the renewal of the world, and
also I have been reminded of the indigenous Spider Woman archetype – the
One

who creates from the Self, the Central Source, the Pink Woman. At that time I
also received a new name …

Through Law of Time, Cosmic History Chronicles and GM108X I finally
remembered everything, the shattering, the mission, who is playing which part,
all the fragmented pieces integrated in my Self, leaving the imagined separate
person, now with a new code name (but an ancient and familiar one at the
same time) to enlighten by being the I AM AWARENESS in all dreams, be they
waking day dreams that we call our „waking life“ or be they the night dreams. I
bow to the Inner Teacher of Universal Wisdom - Higher Mind which I also call
THE VOICE, because it guides me from darkness to light in the Cycle of Return.
What majesty! What a blessing to be alive NOW! I am here to guide back to the
Source. I serve the Source.

Caves, Codes and Inner Earth

There were many dreams of caves. Encounters with beings of light, experiencing
profound healing and transformation, engaging with plasmatic substance of reality,
and visions of caves filled with knowledge.

In one dream vision, The vision of Tollan and the 21 archetypes, seen through vivid
colors and described as "Mayan light codes," symbolizes a reconnection with ancient
wisdom and cosmic knowledge.

This reawakening to forgotten truths and spiritual languages resonates with the
noosphere's emergence, where humanity's collective consciousness begins to
harmonize with the universal patterns and principles that govern existence.

Other kin spoke of dreams set in astral celebrations, with elements like snow parties,
magic mushrooms, and dancing.

There was a dream of ascending and descending, guided by totemic and archetypal
symbols like the Jaguar and Cobra, indicating a deep navigational understanding of
cosmic energies.

There were dreams of planetary shifts, such as Jupiter's system slowing down and
volcanic atomic bombs, alongside personal transformations like the ascension rituals.

Sun region reported dream: “Underground cities making preparations for opening
gateways, even new gateways to make all areas covered
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Underground cities have developed an unknown material to make new buildings on
cleaned virgin lands after the “storm” and are preparing so that new cities are
beautifully and meaningfully created for mankind (seeing beautiful forms in the
making)

We all have underground families who are eagerly awaiting to meet their on ground
relations again ... Huge beautiful cities floating on the oceans with telepathically
directed pop up dream castles and homes, having tendrils of flexible glass tubes deep
underwater where people can connect with their underwater relatives i.e. dolphins
etc. “

A kin in the Monkey zone, also had several dreams of inner earth beings projecting
probes up from the earth's crust to view what Earth beings were doing at this time in
Cosmic History. She also dreamt codes were being delivered to her in a sequencing
order. The sequencing order was born in a newly coded way she hadn't seen before;
the only recognizable number was 7, spilling intermittently through the entire night's
dream field.

This coincides with others' dreams of sorting and sequencing things, such as one kins
dream that all of the fish in the sea were being resorted and renamed.

Another kin dreamt about a table with three columns and nine rows to explain water's
tangible and invisible dimensions, suggesting a deep, subconscious working through
complex subjects.

It reflects an innate ability or desire to distill complicated ideas into more accessible,
understandable forms. This may indicate a creative process at work, seeking to bridge
gaps in understanding and communicate essential truths about nature and existence.

A Kin in theMonkey zone observed a de-magnetization of the binary imbalance. We
are resetting new neurological pathways to initiate and operate in heart-based
thinking.

We're very cozy with our binary, this or-that, here-or-there separation relationship in
the world within and without. As we collectively move from our binary mental
unconscious programming of the mind to a more heart- based, quantum, conscious
awareness of the heart, we adapt to a new way of processing and relating to our
environment, within and without.

Another way to say it would be we are opening up to new communication pathways
of light within. Our heart has more neuro-pathways to the brain than the brain does to
the heart. The mind is very well programmed in our relationships, teachings of
opposites, and logic-based social conditioning. ‘

Most of our thoughts are not even ours. There was a moment where the binary moved
to heart over mind, mind over heart, before fully unifying to accept operating and
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listening to both unconditionally. The mind can take weeks to process and integrate a
new mantra, teaching, or way of being.

The heart knows right away. It's an intuitive, instantaneous knowing. This messaging
upgrade internally within the body assists in turning on our telepathic, Noospheric
connection and expanding beyond the techno-sphere, creating pathways to stream
galactic consciousness onto the planet.

Daily practice of energetically connecting/reactivating internal circuitry between body,
heart, mind, and soul and radically accepting all, even war, trauma, and global events,
holding it in love to initiate a higher octave of peace. Only by taking that which creates
disharmony can we empower ourselves to be the change and step into a higher state
of service.

Acceptance is like a hug; with compassion, we can unify and become one, and the
disharmony releases itself, "let's go," or bounces out of your field/sphere. Anchoring in
balanced Alpha and Omega and North Node frequencies, triangle geometry complete
with a circle, balanced in the heart, grounded in the body, connecting with ancestors.
Reset. Allowing unconditional love, grace, and acceptance to move from the cosmic
unconscious to cosmic consciousness…”

The Red Earth Zone gave this vision:

Humans have a new language, and this new language is Love, Unity, and
Harmony. All leaders and citizens in this zone are perfect speakers of this new
language. We learn from the experience to navigate the present to the future,
where the grass is greener and healthier. Our creative mind is open and ready
to explore the Noosphere.

Children are born to know precisely who they are, what they are, and why they
are here. There is no negative influence. Food is pure. Mind is pure. Thought is
pure.

In every zone in the world, we are the Genuine Humans—the creators of the
Noosphere. We have no choice but to speak the new language: Love: Divine,
Pure, Serene, Creative, Awakening…

New Birth Synchronicity: Sirius

Since all of our work is done for the next generations, it felt appropriate to share one
report of a birth announcement from kin 126 and kin 16. This also shows how we
integrate the synchronic order decodement into daily life.
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Since crossing this significant threshold in ever-evolving Cosmic History, the
dream-weaving of the worlds and activation of noospheric telepathy with Earth and
Cosmos, in alignment and

resonance with the receptive ones like you reading this, has continued to amplify,
reveal, and birth new vistas and horizons. We increasingly feel the shift into the 4th
dimension, as we are 'waking up in the dream', and creating the field of energy we
wish to see and experience on the planet during this transformative st/ age.

On this note, we (Kin 16 and Kin 126) are overjoyed and grateful to share with the
beloved community that our starseed Sirius Bodhi (Kin 42 White Electric Wind) was
born on Overtone Moon, Gamma 17 (December 1, 2023), near the end of the third
watch (5:50pm PST) in Los Angeles (Blue Monkey Zone).

Two days before his birth, on Kin 40 Yellow Magnetic Sun, there was a double
rainbow visible for exactly 40 minutes. The rainbow's end appeared directly over our
home in Los Angeles! This was a very clear sign that Sirius Bodhi's arrival would be
soon. On Kin 41, Kin 16's water broke, and on Kin 42, Sirius Bodhi took his first breath
Earthside, becoming the White Electric Wind.

Sirius Bodhi was intentionally delivered through an all natural water birth while the
music "Dolphin Dreams" by Jonathan Goldman resonated in the environment. With a
name like Sirius, you can appreciate the dolphin medicine reception for this beautiful
soul. This was a magical, graceful way to welcome our starseed through the portal.

At birth, he weighed exactly 7lbs. 15.2oz., and measured 13 inches around his chest
and 20 inches in length (13:20)! He was born at exactly 40 weeks (280 days).

Kin 42's birth time, 5:50pm, reflects Kin 55 Blue Electric Eagle (the Harmonic
Convergence), and Gene Key 55 (Freedom).

Kin 42's second oldest brother (currently 18 years old) is Kin 40 Yellow Magnetic Sun,
which initiates his birth wavespell, and his oldest brother (currently 21 years of age) is
his perfect guide, Kin 146 White Electric Worldbridger.

Kin 16 (the mother of Sirius) is currently 42 years of age, and 42 is the number of Kin
126's life purpose (Celebration) according to Gene Keys. Half of 42 is 21, reflecting
Hunab Ku, the unity of totality.

There are exactly 130 days (half of 260) between the Day Out of Time and December
1 (Overtone Moon, Day 17). The date 12/1 = 12 + 1 = 13.

On December 8, 7 days following Sirius Bodhi's birthdate, is Bodhi Day,
commemorating when Siddhartha Gautama attained awakening — or enlightenment
— some 2,600 years ago, becoming the Buddha.
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"My role is to accomplish the actions of the Buddha. I discharge the mental
electron-neutron at the center of the Earth.”

Kin 56 from Monkey zone offers this magical reflection::

Beginning new tales, telling new bedtime stories,
Embracing and letting go of all our old worries.
Falling back into the sweet darkness of creation,

Each night as we dream a dream of a new earth station.
Receiving visions lucid from the mental sphere,

So that we can see our future path ever more clear.
We can all tune into it as we drift into dreamland,

And welcome the sandman to sprinkle his dream sand.
Aligning with time that is magic and divine.
Crossing the rainbow bridge is truly sublime.
Embracing that we're all angels from above,
Coming back home to our own inner love.

Part 3: Meditations
These are a few offerings that you may wish to practice in your weekly meetings.

Meditation for Noosphere Nodes
Retrieving a New Planetary Narrative

We want to use our collective imagination and focussed awareness to retrieve a new
Planetary Narrative and Myth within our noosphere node work.

Here, we will give a meditation to assist you. This is in addition to daily practice of the
synchronic order, which prepares the mind/body to align with higher frequencies and
thus attract new visions and perceptions.

In this meditation we enter the ninth time dimension, inner core time, the place where
all of the astral movie narratives are stored at the center of the Holomind Perceiver.
Holomind: “perceiving with the whole mind.”

Holomind Perceiver is the sensing device of the noosphere.

Meditation

Find a comfortable and quiet place where you can sit or lie down without
interruptions.
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Close your eyes and take several deep breaths. Inhale deeply and exhale slowly,
letting go of any tension in your body. With each breath, imagine a wave of relaxation
washing over you, from the top of your head to the tips of your toes.

Visualize a portal of shimmering light opening before you, leading to the ninth time
dimension, inner core time.

As you step through the portal, feel yourself being gently lifted, transcending the
limits of physical time and space.

You look around and notice a magnificent astral library, a vast repository of all
potential movie scripts – humanity's collective experiences and possibilities.

Notice the grand architecture of the library, filled with rows upon rows of ethereal film
reels.

Walk along the aisles, feeling the energy of countless stories that have shaped human
history and potential futures.

Ask for guidance to lead you to the highest movie, a film representing the most
enlightened and harmonious path for humanity. Listen closely. A new narrative may
come as a series of images, a flow of words, a set of numbers, or an unfolding scene.

Allow the new movie to take shape in your mind.

Observe this new narrative. Who are the characters? What is the setting? What is
everyone doing? What emotions and themes are present? Immerse yourself in this
story, experiencing it as if you are part of it.

Removing the Old Film and Loading the New

Find the old film reel that has been projecting narratives of the artificial time
simulation loaded with suffering, war, and inequality on Earth.

Visualize yourself gently removing this reel, acknowledging the lessons and
experiences it provided.

Now, Take the highest movie you have chosen and place it in the astral projector.

As the film starts to play, scenes of peace, health, unity, compassion, synchronicity,
abundance, and equality unfold on Earth.

See these positive scenes being projected from the astral realm onto the canvas of our
planet.
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Feel the shift in the collective consciousness as this new movie begins to influence
people's thoughts, actions, and experiences worldwide.

Allow yourself to absorb the essence of this new movie. Feel its message resonating
within your heart and mind.

Set the intention to continue receiving knowledge and insights in your dreams.

Gradually, bring your awareness back to the portal leading you home. Step through

the portal, returning to your physical body in the present moment.

Take a few deep breaths to ground yourself back in the present.

When you feel ready, gently open your eyes, carrying the vision of this new,
harmonious world within you.

Remember, each thought, word and action contributes to creating this new reality.

Rainbow Bridge Meditation
Visualize yourself inside the Earth’s octahedron crystal core (with two red and white
sides on top, and two blue and yellow sides below).

In the center of this core is an intensely blazing point of white light. An etheric column
extends North and South from the blazing center to the tips of the octahedron.

Coiled around the etheric axis like two strands of DNA, are the red and blue flux
tubes. In the crystal core are four time atoms.

A red time atom is strung on the northern axis, and a blue one on the southern.

The gravitational plane of the octahedron emanates horizontally from the center point.

Along this plane are two more time atoms, a white and a yellow one, which turn like
paddle wheelers making a counterclockwise motion around the center.

Now visualize that from the center of the crystal a great stream of multicolored
plasma-filled light flows along the axis toward both of Earth’s poles, shooting out
from them to become two rainbow bands 180 degrees apart.

As Earth revolves on its axis, this rainbow bridge remains steady and constant,
unmoving.

Next take the whole vision of the rainbow bridge around the Earth and place it in your
heart. Imagine the two streams of rainbow light rushing through your central column,
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shooting out from above your head and beneath your feet to create a rainbow bridge
around your body.

Now you and the Rainbow Bridge are one. The rainbow bridge of world peace is real.
Visualized by enough people in a telepathic wave of love, the rainbow bridge will
become a reality.

Consider for discussion and contemplation:
What is the Noosphere? Can you visualize the spheres of the Earth, from the
magnetic core, to the lithosphere, the hydrosphere, the atmosphere, the biosphere,
and the magnetosphere?

The noosphere then is the sphere of thought congruent with the biosphere but
extending well into the magnetosphere and the Earth’s radiation belts. We might
contemplate that we are also a spherical organism within the biosphere, dispersed
equally about the Earth, all accessing the noosphere. This is the reality of our life on
this Earth.

What implications does this have for our present world-view?

What is the biosphere-noosphere transition? Consider all the multiple crisis
unfolding as manifestations of the same phenomenon – the biosphere is in a state of
complete transformation. Prepare for this process of transformation to continue to
accelerate.

As the mind of the Earth how can we realize the noosphere within ourselves and
together?

Noosphere indicates whole systems thinking.What does this mean?

What does it mean that the Holomind Perceiver is the “sensing device of the
noosphere?” Holomind: to perceive with the whole mind: omnidirectional
consciousness able to hold multiple perceptions or realities simultaneously.

Consider:

When it is said that “noospheric pollution is the source of all pollution,” we are
speaking of the role of the human thinking layer in the whole system scheme of
the planetary design. This design constitutes an evolving dynamic.

By bringing the noosphere into a discussion of the biospheric crisis, we are
recognizing that unless we bring our minds to bear on the meaning and nature
of the noosphere that we will not solve the biospheric crisis. First of all, this
means recognizing the impact of the human thinking layer on all of the
evolutionary and dynamic biogeochemical cycles of Earth’s system.

–It’s Not a Biosphere Crisis, but a Noosphere Emergency, Valum Votan
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Part 4: Original Vision

Dream the Future Awake
Calling Forth a New Planetary Narrative

The dream that we dream is shaped by the time that we keep.
—José Argüelles/ Valum Votan

The moment is NOW. We stand between two worlds—one, a luminous realm of
magic, synchronicity, and wholeness, and the other, a fragmented time loop of
shattered worlds and forgotten dreams.

This is a call to form a Noosphere Node and actively engage in “dreaming the future
awake.”

This planetary experiment officially commences Kin 1, Self-Existing Moon 4/ October
21, 2023. This Day begins a 2080-day psi bank cycle that concludes July 2, 2029.
2080 = 260 x 8. This, plus one 23-day biotelepathic cycle, concludes the 9-year vision
map on the Day out of Time 2029: Blue Planetary Night.

The psi bank is the nervous system of the noosphere. The psi bank, the
governing order of the biosphere and the noosphere, can only be triggered
telepathically
—José Argüelles/Valum Votan

Change will ultimately come from within the people, not from government or
institutions. Our task is to attune ourselves to a deeper narrative that may otherwise
be overlooked. This deeper narrative is in alignment with a Greater Dream connected
to the cycles of Nature and the Noosphere, the interactive intelligence system of the
planet.

Where are We?
We are 11 years from the prophesied date, December 21, 2012, and our multi-leveled
planetary crisis is so immense that many feel overwhelmed and immobilized. Many
are feeling that something big is brewing. This brings an escalation of unexamined
collective and personal thoughts and emotions surfacing.

The major world conflict stems from a polarization of consciousness. This is a fractal
of the split hemisphere of the brain, which in turn is a fractal of the split between
masculine and feminine.

As we continue to witness the destabilization of the world mind and the
institutionalization of its dysfunctions through increasing immersion in artificial
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constructs and perceptions of reality, we are reminded that a parallel reality is playing
out simultaneously.

Remember that many dimensions or parallel worlds exist in the same space we are in.
They differ only by degrees of vibration. When we increase our vibration, our
perceptions shift, and we become aware of these subtle realms.

The day Science begins to study non-physical phenomena, it will make more
progress in one decade than in all the previous centuries of existence.
—Nikola Tesla/Blue Self-Existing Night

What is the Noosphere?
The term “noosphere” is derived from the Greek word “nous,” meaning “mind” or
“intellect,” and “sphere,” referring to a shell or layer. It was popularized by thinkers like
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Vladimir Vernadsky, and others to describe the emergent
sphere of human thought and collective consciousness enveloping the Earth.

To be conscious of the Noosphere is to be in resonance with the mind of Gaia— the
planetary intelligence.

The Noosphere represents a higher telepathic consciousness that we live and move
through, whether we’re aware of it or not. Presently, its presence is mostly latent,
residing in our collective unconscious.

Rather than being just an external concept, the Noosphere also symbolizes an inner,
elevated dimension of our minds, implying that the mind isn’t bound by physical
space.

To “engage” with the Noosphere means to become conscious of this interconnected
network and to tap into our inherent capabilities.

When we learn to attune our minds and “draw from” the Noosphere, we begin to
experience a whole system field of intelligence, of which the Internet is the prototype.

Similar to Earth, we function like a cosmic radio, receiving and transmitting information
to and from the core channel.

Our awareness serves as a bridge, helping balance the planetary crystalline grid,
receiving and implementing instructions from the Divine Source.

The key is to cultivate a state of “continuing consciousness”, where we no longer fall
asleep into the world of illusion. In this state we are always awake to the larger
context and broader (Noospheric) perspective.

José Argüelles/Valum Votan brought attention to the Noosphere in the Western world
with his final book, Manifesto for the Noosphere:  
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The continued exponential acceleration of the technosphere will continue to
play its part in pushing Earth to its limits while creating more insanity from
within the human social constitution. We can expect more earth changes,
political disruptions, tensions, wars, and rumors of war. But don’t expect
anything to ever be normal again. Homo sapiens has had its day. Homo
noosphericus is on the horizon. To understand this most positively, we must
prepare in the only way we can—by turning to a more thoroughly spiritual way
of life and thinking outside of the box!

He pointed out that television and the Internet comprise the virtual Noosphere, with
television being the virtual cognizing mind of planetary beings and the Internet its
communication storage and retrieval or “virtual psi bank.”

Psi bank can be understood as the nervous system of the Noosphere. It represents a
system of information storage and regulation coded by the 13:20 universal timing
frequency and adjusted to the 260-day Tzolkin matrix on Earth.  

The sole purpose of the 13-moon/28-day calendar is to help the human to attune to a
higher cosmic frequency: 13:20. This is the natural time frequency that sustains the
universal whole, from the bird tribes to the galactic totality.

Noosphere Nodes and the Synchronic Dreamtime
Dream incubation, in various forms, has ancient roots across many cultures, with one
of the most notable being in ancient Egypt. The practice involves ritually preparing
oneself to receive guidance, healing, or prophecies through dreams, often within a
sacred space or temple.

The call for Noosphere Nodes entails aligning ourselves with the daily synchronic
order, intending to perceive a new narrative, and closely observing our dream states in
groups of three or more.

Every Noosphere Node is viewed as a nucleus of living intelligence, transmitting and
receiving information according to its unique geomagnetic location. Your node serves
to release the knowledge held in the astral libraries that, through your group’s
intention, open their ethereal gates. Like a galactic piñata, your intention taps the
floating repository of cosmic information surrounding your bioregion.

The Noosphere also indicates the next stage of human evolution. Only with the
advent of the Noosphere can we advance to the next levels of evolution, which are
hyperorganic and superconscious, as defined by José Argüelles/Valum Votan:

Hyperorganic refers to the ability of humans to use their sense organs as points for
emitting energy and consciousness. This suggests that sense organs can
telepathically extend outward, leading to natural phenomena such as clairvoyance
and clairaudience.
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Daily Practice
Daily practices include recording dreams and tracking synchronicities; each node acts
as a channel for cosmic energies. These energies, in turn, provide noospheric feedback
based on the shared intentions of its participants.

All you need to start is three or more people in your area who align with the
synchronic order and are committed to invoking a higher vision. Every group operates
autonomously and can choose to work at beginner or advanced levels of synchronic
coding.

We receive feedback according to what we put our attention on. This experiment is
also for cultivating a planetary grid capable of instantaneously transmitting and
receiving telepathic messages from outside this earth hologram—so that we break out
of the 12:60 fog and receive new messages.

The synchronic order describes the order of reality defined by the natural 13:20 timing
frequency. Noting that the Noosphere coordinates the whole of our reality according
to the patterning of the synchronic order. This synchronic order cannot be perceived by
the mind conditioned by the artificial timing frequency.

Stay Awake and Cultivate the Heart
Daily practice also assists us in maintaining a state of continuing consciousness. This
is key for the time we are living.

Cultivating continuing consciousness brings about a state of self-empowerment and
an ability to discern through the maze of illusion that this world presents. What is
most important is to pay attention to the invisible forces behind the world of
appearance. And most importantly it is important to stay connected to your heart, to
love.

Each day we can practice sending a beam of love to the location on the planet holon
that is coded by the daily kin. Envision all beings healed and whole. This way, every
20 days, we have taken account of each part of the Planet which increases our
noospheric consciousness. See Planetary Geomancy.

General Instructions:
1. Form a Node: A node can range from 3 people to as many as 21. Share your
location on the planet Holon and kin numbers of participants. If you are new to this,
please see the document: “Planetary Geomancy” to locate your region on the Planet
Holon.

2. Keep a Journal. It’s recommended to handwrite your daily codes, dreams, visions
and synchronicities in a journal, as this method can tap into more profound memory
and creative realms. Remember to record the dates of dreams and visions.
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3. Determine regular meeting times to share with your node (weekly is highly
recommended). Consistency is key as it develops momentum.

4. Determine a spokesperson. The designated spokesperson should consolidate key
themes from dreams, visions and synchronicities and forward them each wavespell (or
whenever you have data) to our dream catching team. We will need final reports in 7
days before the report is created.

5. Reports: Your submissions will contribute to a planetary report released twice a
year. The first report will be put out in Solar Moon (March) and the next in the Cosmic
Moon (July). Reports by Noosphere Nodes can be sent each Moon. Final reports for
the second Synthesis should be sent by Crystal Moon 27, Kin 248 (June 25, 2024).

6. Intention is key. Allow intuition to guide your steps, recognizing that your specific
location possesses a distinct astral memory bundle waiting to be accessed. There is
no right or wrong way to do this. The key is to tune into the Higher Mind together and
allow the process to unfold.

Suggested Guidelines for Group meeting/in person or Zoom
1. Create sacred space. Read aloud the daily affirmation and codes to invoke
resonance and orient focus.

2. Allow some moments of silence with the intention of relaxing into the present
moment. Dissolve your thoughts with the out-breath. This time is dedicated to the
Greater Whole. Main Mission is to tap into a deeper narrative based in the 13:20
frequency.

3. Perceive yourself as a radio station picking up the key information to be
communicated for the highest benefit of all.

4. Begin discussion. Share synchronicities, insights, dreams, visions and observation.
Have key spokesperson keep notes of key themes.

This Noosphere experiment also helps us maintain our consciousness of the greater
cosmic story. It gives us an anchor and support as we navigate through the choppy
and surreal waters of the third dimension.

Persons who have realized past and future are able to become interstellar
mediators to directly receive galactic information from different levels of the
electromagnetic ocean of the greater expanse of cosmic consciousness.
—Valum Votan

If you wish to participate, register your node here. Any questions contact
deb113@lawoftime.org and cc: noospheredream@lawoftime.org. These email addresses are
also where you will send your reports.  
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